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ABSTRACT 

LATTICE is a computer code which enables an interactive user to calculate 
the functions of a synchrotron lattice. This program satisfies the require
ments at LBL for a simple interactive lattice program, borrowing ideas from 
both TRANSPORT l and SYNCH 2

• A fitting routine is included. 

1. A.C. Paul, LBL-2097. 

2. A.A. Garren and A.S. Kenney, UCID-10153. 
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Introduction 

LATTICE is an interactive computer code which allows one to determine the 
various functions of a synchrotron lattice. A lattice period is defined in 
terms of its magnetic elements. These elements are defined and assembled to 
form a period of the lattice. The code then calculates and displays the 
matched functions for the lattice. 

Lattice elements may be changed in three ways: by re-entering the entire 
element, by modifying any parameter of an element, or by a fitting routine con
tained within the code. 

This code is not meant to replace other codes such as SYNCH, MAGIC, or 
AGS. Rather, this is an easy-to-use interactive first-order code which per
mits the user to calculate quickly most items of interest. This code supple
ments other existing codes which together give the user a powerful tool in 
the calculation of synchrotron lattices. In addition, this code can be used 
to calculate many parameters of beam transport systems. 

Theory 

Courant and Snyderl show that for a synchrotron which consits of N periods 
of a group of elements of 2 X 2 matrix M, the motion of particles exhibits 
stable oscillations if: 

Ii Trace eM) I q 

The phase advance ]J for one period is: 

-1 [MIl +2 M12] ]J = cos 
o < ]J < n if M12> 0 

n < ]J < 2n if M12< 0 

The matched functions S, a at the end of the period are then given by: 

S = 

2 1 
M12 2 

:- [MU: M22 J' 

MIl - M22 
S a = 

2M12 

\J = ~ 2n 

l. E.n. Courant and I1.S. Snyder, Annals of Physics 3, p. 1 (1958). 

• .,' ..... ~ ., ••• j 
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If the matrices representing the motion of the particle are expanded to 
6 X 6 which operate on the vector : 

x 

x' 

y 

y' 

oS 

oP/P 

where oS is the longitudinal displacement of a particle and op/P is the momen
tum error from design momentum, then the matched off-orbit functions can be 
determined: 

n = 
MI6(1-M22)+M12 M26 

2-Mll - M22 

M26(l-Mll )+ M21 Ml6 

2-Mll - M22 

The momentum compaction ap is defined as: 

a == 
l\L/L 
---

p l\P/P 

= 

= 

and Ytransition 

l\P = 1 -p 

"1 

a 2 
p 
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This code assumes all bends to occur in the horizontal plane so that off
orbi t funct ions in the vertl ca I plane are not defbled. 

The program is designed to run on LBL's CDC 6600 computer. It is availahle 
from the data cell as an absolute core load about 26K words long. Input data 
may be entered from the teletype or off-line from a previously prepared fi Ie on 
the file INPllT. '[\.vo suggested starting sequences are given for these two alter
natives. 

1. On-line (teletype) data entry: 

2. Off-line data entry: 

(Log onto computer) 
LIBCOPY, LATTICE, LGOB, LATLGOB. 
LGOB. 

(Log onto SESAME) 

'TIle SESAME text buffer would then have the following card sequence: 

LIBCOPY, LATTICE, LGOB, LATLGOB. 
LGOB. 
EOR 
(Input to program starts here) 

and the program is executed by tRUN. At .the end of the input record, control 
is turned over to the interactive terminal for further instructions, including 
processing of additional input records in the INPUT file. 

All input data and operations are written on the teletype file and, in 
addhion, to the output file under the control of the WRITE ON/OFF instruction 
which suppresses off-line output. All off-line output can be suppressed by a 
tWIPE at the termination of the program. 

The source code is on subset LATTICE, library LATTICE. Two additional 
subroutines, ,ZSYSTM and UERTST, are located on the IMSL library tape in com
piled format.' The source code will be made available to other laboratories 
upon request. 

The peri.od of the lattice can contain up to 200 elements. Each element is 
entered into a dictionary which can contain up to 30 definitions. Each defini
tion consists of a unique name of 6 or less characters, starting w'ith an alpha
meric symbol, a character which defines the element type, a vary code designator, 
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and then the properties (length, magnetic field, etc.) of the element. The 
lattice period is then defined by naming, in order, the elements which consti
tute the period. The beam properties of rigidity and emittance arc entered, as 
well as the number of periods in the total lattice. 

The program can then be commanded to find the matched functions at the ends 
or at each location in the period, to display or edit the input data, to store 
and recall lattice definitions in temporary registers, or to vary the parameters 
of elements to fit any of a large variety of functions to required values. 

Instructions, either on- or off-line are key words, which can usually be 
abbreviated by the first 1 etter, followed by opti onal parameters. All input 
lines are free-form and parameters are separated by blanks or commas. 

A summary of available instructions is printed out when I-I or I1ELP is typed 
in. 

Parameters of an clement can be changed with an ALTER instruction. A lnt
tice string can not be altered after it is entered, but three temporary storaf~e 
registers are provided for STOREing or RECALLing a previously defined lattice 
string. 

1110 program is terminated by QUIT, or reinitialized by NEWCASE. 

Un j ts 

. .',) 

Lengths of elements arc expressed in meters. Magnetic fields and beam ri
gidity may be any self-consistent set of units. Hagnet edge angles, phase ad
vance, and total hend angles arc expressed in degrees. The 6 X 6 miltrix operates 
on a vector with the following units: 

x (m) 

x' (rad) 

y (m) 

y' (rad) 

oS (m) 

oll/P (unit) 

The one cx(~ertion to this is the specification of the emittance ilroas on 
the BHAM comnlilnd wh ich arc expressed in clII-mraJj'lf and the x and y bealll hal f
widths calculated by the CYCLE command, which arc expressed in cm. 
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Fitting 

It is often desirable to specify values for the matched functions and cause 
lattice parameters to be adjusted until these conditions be met. A routine is 
included which varies lattice parameters that have been specified as variahles 
so that a desired lattice solution can be founo. 

The vary code is the third parameter of each element definition and con
sists of the ·variable N, M. If the problem consists of Q variables, then each 
element has a distinctive value of N from 1 to Q. If two or more elements are 
to have their values changed together, then they will have the same value of 
N, or, if they are to, be varied in equal but opposite directions, one wi 11 have 
the value N and the other the value -N. M takes on the value 1, 2, or 3 speci
fying whether the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd parameter is to be made variahle. Tf no 
parameter is variable, the vary code is O. Note that only one parameter in each 
clement can be made variable. 

To specify the target values for the matched functions, the FIT instruction 
is used. Q values for the Q lattice functions are entered and are stored until 
altered with a later FIT instruction. 

As an example, consider a case where a quadrupole is included whose gradient 
and longitudinal position are to be adjusted, while keeping the total length con
stant, to produce a required transition gamma and horizontal and vertical tunes. 
l1le 1 attice elements and function specifications would appear as follows: 

Included in element definitions: 

Ll 
QF 
L2 
QD 

o 
Q 
o 
Q 

1.1 
2.2 

-1.1 
3.2 

.5 
2 
3 
2 

5 

-5 

where the first parameter of each drift Ll and L2 are variable in equal but op
posite directions, and the second parameters of QF and Q 0 are variable, for a 
total of three variables. For a machine of 8 periods, the FIT instruction 
would look like 

FIT 3 

6 

7 

10 

where three target function values are entered. 
ITERATE command. 

8 

\l 
Y 

The fitting is initiated on the 
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Control Statement Summary 

COMMENT (or *) 

BEAM R E , E 
X Y 

ELEMENTS NEL 

NAME D NoM 9.-

NAME B NoM 9.- B n 

NAME Q NoM 9.- B'" 

NAME E NoM B B g 

LATTICE NLAT 

PERIODS NPD 

FIT NFIT NP 

1 Sx 9 a 17 M34 Y 
2 a 10 v 18 M43 x Y 
3 nx 11 L:G 19 M44 
4 .. 12 MIl 20 M16 n x 
5 L:~, 13 M12 21 M26 
6 Ytr 14 M21 22 Trace x 

7 V 15 M22 23 Trace y 
x 

8 f\ 16 M 
:-\3 

NEWCASE 

QUIT 

DATA 

MATRIX PWR 

GO 

ITERATE 

CYCLE N 

HELP 

ALTER NAME N VAL 

SAVE NSAVE 

RECALL NRCL 

WRITE ON/OFF 

GRAPH SCALE X SCALEY SCALEE 
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Control Statements 

BEAM 

B 

R 

R 

E: 

£: 

X 

X 
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E: 
Y 

E: 
Y 

The beam rigidity R (kgauss-m or tesla-m) is defined. The unnormalized x 
and y emittance areas in cm-mrad/'Tf can be optionally entered, also. A call 
without any parameters prints out the current values of the parameters. 

HELP 

II 

A summary of the control statements is printed out to aid the user. 

WRITE ON 

W ON 

WRITE OFF 

W OFF 

This command controls the off-line printing on the file output. The default 
is WRITE ON which causes all output thllt appears on the on-line terminal to be 
reproduced off-line. 

ELEMENTS NEL 

E NEL 

This command notifies the code that NEL lattice element definitions are 
about to be entered. Each element consists of the following parameters, all on 
one input line. 

four element types are 

A unique alphameric name 
A type description 
A vary code 
One to three parameters 

defined: 

Type _~put ~~_~iE_K 

Drift Length Name D N.M L 

Dipole Name B N.M L 

Quadrupole Name Q N·M L 

Magnet Edge Name E N.M 13 

B n 

B"' 

B g 
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'I11ese elements are descrIbed below. 

Drift Length 

A field-free drift region of length L is specified, L in meters. L may be 
any real value. 

A dipole of length L with gap field B is specified, L in meters and B in 
kilogauss or tesla, consistent with the rigidity definition on the BEAM card. 
The field index n is -p/B (dB/dp) where p is the radius of curvature of the 
central orbi 1:. A negative field B defines a magnet which bends outward from 
the center of the machine. 

quadrupole 

i 

A quadrupole of length L and field gradient B is specified. A positive 
field gradient produces focussing in the radial plane. 

Magnet Edge 

An edge to an associated dipole magnet is specified. The edge angle S is 
the angle between the beam trajectory and the normal to the edge of the magnet. 
If SoB> 0, the case for a rectangular magnet, the edge is vertically focussing. 
The field B must be equal to the field in the associated dipole. If the mag
netic field in a dipole is a variable, the B specified in the edge must be 
coupled to it. 

'The term g is the half height in meters of the magnetic gap. If this para
meter is zero or omitted, no fringing field correction is made. 

LATTICE NLAT 

L NLAT 

This command notifies the code that a string of NLAT names are about to be 
entered, defining the order of elements in the period. As many input lines as 
necessary can be used to input the names. 

A call to LATTICE with no parameters prints out the current lattice string. 
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A lattice can consist of up to 200 elements. 

SAVE NSAVE 

S NSAVE 

'. 
:~) 

The current lattice string is saved in a storage register. There are 
three registers available. 

RECALL NRCL 

R NRCL 

The lattice previously saved in storage register NRCL is loaded back into 
the working area. The lattice previously in the working area is lost. 

FIT 

F 

NFIT 

NFlT 

NP 

NP 

This command notifies the code that NFIT parameters are about to be entered, 
and that the parameters E length, ~8, v , v will be treated at though they are 
calculated for a lattice of NP periods.xNP rs an optional parameter, and if 
omitted, is assumed to be one. 

lne fitting parameters are entered as two variables per line, the first var
iable specifying the significance (8, v, etc.) and the second variable specifying 
the numerical value. The options are listed below. 

1st Parameter 2nd Parameter 1st Parameter 2nd Parameter ------.---- _._---------- -~--.--------

1 Bx 13 M12 
2 a 14 M21 x 
3 nx IS M22 
4 n~ 16 M33 
5 L: length 17 M34 
6 Ytr 18 M43 
7 v 19 M44 x 
8 By 20 M16 
9 a 21 M 

Y 26 
10 v 22 Trace x y 
11 l:8 23 Trace y 

12 Mll 
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The number of parameters, NFIT, must be equal to the number of independant 
variables which were specified in the vary codes of the definitions of the ele
ments. 

A call to FIT with no parameters. prints the current values of the fitting 
variables. 

DATA 

D 
This instruction causes the definitions of the elements to be printed out in 

lattice order. This is useful in checking whether the elements and lattice were 
entered correctly. 

ALTER NAME N V 

A NAME N V 

The Nth parameter (-1 < N < 3) of the element with name NAME is changed to 
value V. N is 1 to 3 for parameters 1 to 3, zero for the vary code and -1 for 
the type code. The name of an element· cannot be changed. 

MATRIX PWR 

M PWR 

The 6 X 6 matrix for the lattice is printed out, after it is raised to the 
PWR power. If PWR is omitted or zero, it is assumed to be one. 

ITERATE CRIT 

I CRIT 

A fitting routine is activated to adjust the parameters of the elements that 
were specified by their non-zero vary code to be variable. The conditions speci
fied by the FIT instructions are satisfied. CRIT is a convergence criterion, set 
by default if CRIT is not specified to .001. 

GO 

G 

The matched functions at the ends of the period are calculated and printed out. 

CYCLE N 

C N 

The matched functions at each element in the period are calculated and printed 
out. If N, an optional parmneter, is included. each element is divided into N 
subunits. 
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The next input line will be printed out as a comment line. This is useful 
in annotating off-line input. 

NEWCASE 

N 
The program is reinitialized and a new case is started. Note that by using 

the three lattice storage registers that as long as no more than a total of 
thirty elements are defined~ three independant lattices can be calculated with
out reinitialization. This is useful when comparing different lattices. NEWCASE 
clears the element lattice and fitting parameter storage registers. 

QUIT 

Q 
The program is terminated and control is transferred back to RECC. If de

sired, the program can be restarted by typing LGOB. All off-line output can be 
del eted by typing tWIPE instead of tSTOP., 

GRAPH SCALEX SCALEY SCALEE 

GR SCALE X SCALEY SCALEE 

'The f3 , f3 , and nx functions are graphed for one period. SCALE X , SCALEY, 
and SCALEn ar¥ the scale factors for f3 , f3 , and n. If omitted, they have the 
default values 20, 20 and 10 meters futI s~ale. ORce entered, they are retajned 
until entered again. 

Acknowledgements 

This program borrows ideas freely from LBL TRANSPORT written by Art Paul 
and SYNCH written by Al Garren. The free-·form input routine was written by 
Art Paul,and Elon Close suggested the use of ZSYSTM/ an IMSL library routine, 
due to Karl Brown, as. the fitting procedure package. 
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Example 

A complete problem is worked out here. A separated function machine of 8 
periods with a ODOFODOF structure is read in and the quadrupole gradients are 
adjusted to attain a desired tune. 

In this example, data which the user enters is underlined. The commands 
are written out in full, but can be abbreviated by their first letter. To 
start with, the user logs on and enters the beam rigidity, emittance, and the 
characteristics of the five elements used to construct the lattice. Then the 
lattice of 18 elements is defined by naming the elements in the order that com
prise the lattice. The total machine is defined to contain 8 periods. 

----
>LDG! 
LOGIN CP-17 TTY-052 10.01.23.**BKY65A*B*10/08/76. 

-fNTEr~JorlcAFdi -(i-R--~STOF' ---------

JOHN. ,SHlPLES I 
JOH'~()42 LOGGED IN. SESAME 2.4 
OK -- SESAME ----_. -----
LIBCOPY,LATTICE,LGOB,LATLGOB. ! 
OK - SFSAriE ------
b-GDB. ! 

U'ITTJCE F'ROGI:;:()~I RUN 08 OCT 76 AT 10.02.54 
---

IS DATA TO BE ENiER[[I OFF-LINE!' 
-- .. - --

.!ill.l 
NEXT 

BEAt1 6~'; 30 5! 

BEAl-i RICH fillY - 65.000 KG-M EMITT X,Y - 30.00 5.00 CM-MRAD/PI -
NEXT 

f,;1 ~tir.;;t:lI~ ~I 

__ ENTEr:: 5 ELEME!-Il~_ 

til! 0 1.06356 8 J) I 

E [ () (l 8! 
[I 0 J t ? ____ , 5 -501 

-
f Q 2t 2 <:-

.d ~QI 
L [I () ?, 
i -

ELEMENT LIST CUFmENTLY CONTAINS 5 DEFINITIONS 

M E [I F L --_.-------- ------ ._---
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LATTICE 18! " , ... , .... " ... '-----.'----

ENTER 10 LATTICE ELEMENTS 
----------' --_._--. 

M E n E N ,.j E F L L [I E ~1 M E F [" M! 
__ ~M_ .. __ E ~I E N -=-__ ---l...'----__ M_, ____ E _____ F ____ 1"'-__ __~ 

[I M E F E M _._--- F ___ ._l'1 _." 

NEXT 

The lattice is then printed out to check it for accuracy. 

DA1A! 

NAME TYPE VAI(( conE PAl:;; 2 PAR 3---· 

M B (BEND) O. 1.0A356 8.00000 o • 
. ___ F E ~EJ!.GI::l... ________ .9 _. _____ 5'_ • ..9.o_QQ.o ___ fl·_9('~Q.O'O_._--=!J.!... __ _ 

D Q (QUAD) 1.2 .50000 -50.00000 
____ .L ______ L JEIIGEL __ . ___ .. Q.L 9--1_0QQ..OQ ____ JrL()()QQQ __ ,_-:::.9L ___________ . 

M B (BEND) O. 1~06356 8.00000 O. 
__ 11 fi-.JJ:(Jil2.2 __ -.-SL< J...! Qj~~rIL __ n,_Q~':>_O_()_('L O. 

E E (EDGE) O. 9.00000 8.00000 -0. 
__ F ____ ~LiWJ.jJ'_) ______ 2._? • ~:iQQ.Q<L ____ :;~Q·90()O_Q. _______ . ______ ' ____ _ 

L D (DRIFT) O. 2.00000 
L D (DRIFT) O. 2.00000 

---[I '(~--(-(~-U,;D-) -- 1. 2':-::';OOOO--"::~:iO:60()(j"6---------- ----

E E (EDGE) O. 9.('0000 8.00000 -0. 
M B (DEND) O. 1.06356 8.00000 O. 

__ t1., _____ J!..J l~r:t,,)I_) _____ 9-L_~ __ t_!...Q~,0,~:,6_~_- fl!~)OO Qo.. __ . __ .... 9,,·:-.. _______ -
E E (EDGE) O. 9.00000 8.00000 -0. 

__ F_' ___ J'_ (WJAII) ___ :?.!£,. ___ --,.500QQ..._::=~O&OOOO_. ___ _ 
[ E (EDGE) O. 9.00000 8.00000 -0. 
M [I (J~.tH! ... l._;, .. _==~!.-~-~, ....... "L.O'.c~::~,~Jl~_-__ [j. ()O()OOO .. ~_-~.~, ""'-'~_ 

The matched functions at the end of the period for this as-of-yet unopti
mized lattice are displayed. 
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GO! 

---"'fATCHErr-rUNCTItlNS FO\-.: 8 F"ERIOLI (S) • 
TOTAL LENGTH = 99.051 METERS. TOTAL BEND = 360.000 DEGREES 
[1[TfiX =: 6.046 METERS. ALF'HAX::-.. .6E17 NUX = 2.992 :...:-....--~--~-
DETAY = 11.273 METERS. ALPHAY = -.749 NUY = 3.720 

--E'TM<:: 1.72-4METERS-:--E-i-AX PRIME _. -.228 Tr«iNsrTftiNGr-a'lMA = 2.880-
. __ ._- -------

The radial and vertical tunes are both required to be 3.25. We enter these 
first two fit parameters to be evaluated for a machine of 8 periods. The vary 
codes of the F and D quads have been specified in the ELEMENTS input to render 
the second parameter, the field gradient, variable. The gradients are then 
iterated and a solution is found. The matched functions at the end of the per
iod, the matched functions at each element in the lattice l the matrix to the 
8th power for one period, and a graph of the beta and eta functions are displayed. 

NEXT 

FIT 2 8! 

ENTER~F I TnNGP'''A-orI'FR''"S.-------------

---'---..r.::~;:; ! 
10 3.25! 

VAF,IABLE 

NU X 
--NU Y 

NEXT 

J:IFRATE! 

NU X 
--. NU y 

--h E/lENT 

11 
F 

TArWET W~LUE 

3.2500 
3.2500~-----------------

INITIAL VALUE FINAL VALUE TARGET VALUE ----- .------------

Wd~Y CODE HifTu:L VAuit FINI~IL VAL.UE 

1.2 -50.0000 -47.0048 
2.2 50.0000 5], .3409 
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GO! -
MATCHCtlFTINcnONS FOR 8 PERIO[l',(r;S")-.---------------:--------

TOTAL LENGTH = 99.051 METERS. TOTAL BEND = 360.000 DEGREES 
-[CC(AX-·'; - 2,-;104-;·lE-,..-tk!:r.-ATn·lf-iX-:;----;-54 b--NUX--=---:.r; 250-

BETAY = 6.756 METERS. ALPHAY = -.788 NUY = 3.251 
ETAX:; 1.4!"i8 MI::.TERS ETAX PF\IME:::; -.182 TRANSITION GAMMA---=----:'5.110 

---------_._._------------

CYCLE! 

ELEMT LTH SUM L BETAX ALPHAX ETAX ETAPX PSIX X BETAY ALPHAY PSIY y 

0.0 0.0 6.10 .55 1.46 -.18 0.0 4.3 6.76 -.79 0.0 1.8 
_~--1..tJL~ 1.06 -..5,.J)tL .40 1.....32 -.07 1 1.0 3. 9 8~7..l)--=.L...cHL_ ~J) ~). 1 

E O. 1.06 5.09 .30 1.32 -.05 11.0 3.9 8.70 -.87 8.0 2.1 
[I .50 1 .56 !"-;..: .. ; .'-'7~9'___-....;1"_'.'_,7'-'7:__-'1"-'.:....4--'-'2::-.. _--,-I 4.-:..4::,:-..-:1_ ::!.6~. -'.4_.-:..4.'--':. 2 8. 04 2. 12 11 .3 2. 0 
E 0. 1.b6 5.79 -1.89 1.42 .47 16.4 4.2 8.04 2.27 11.3 2.0 
M ]~.2_6 __ .?6~_15).54 -2.56 1..97 .57 24.2 5.6 4.08 1.46 22.0 1.4 
M 1.06 3.69 16.55 -3.06 2.63 .67 28.8 7.0 1.84 .64 44.8 1.0 
E O. 3.691<'>.!";5 -3.38....;2:::.. .. ;..c.6"-'3=--_.:.-,:72 28.8 7.0 1.84 .68 44.8 1.0 
F .50 4.1916.i;2 3.25 2.72 -.3-6 :~0.5 7.1·-1-.67 -.3f-61-;cJ--.9-
L 2.00 6.19 6.40 1.86 2.01 -.36 41.7 4.4 5.55 -1.63 103.0 1.7 
L 2.00 8.19 1.75 .47 1.29 -.36 78.4 2.3 14.69 -2.94 115.7 2.7 
D .50 8.69 1.75 -.46 1.22 .09 95.5 2.3 14.9S 2.46 117.6 2.7 
E O. fJ.69 1.75 -.49 1.22 .11 95.5 2.3 14.95 2.i-6-Tfr:--6 2.7 
M 1.06 9.75 :7,,!"i5 --1..19 1.4:-:;.0_-,-;.2:::-;:.2. 120.7 3.3 9.74 2.14 122·.7 2.2 
~1 1.0c~-·TO:-8i--6.i:i-~Ei2 1.70 .33 1.:~:~-:-2 4.5-5-:8~r:-53-I30-;-~7-

_J: 0 __ • __ 1"0.82 t" 77 -1. 95 1..70 
F .~O 11.32 7.39 .80 1.71. 
E O. 11..32 7.39 .65 1..71 ._-----
M 1.06 12.38 6.10 .55 1.46 

11ATRIX B! 

.36 
-.32 
-·.29 
-.18 

133.2 4.5 5.82 1.65 130.8 1.7 
1.37.2 4.7 5.35 -.64 136.1 1.6 
137.2 4.7 5.35 -.53 136.1 1.6 
146.3 4.3 6.76:-----.-;;;07-9--146.3 1.8 

I-I(.ll~~J.X-Fi.)r~-LA lIT CE-ioTHC--8 P(JWFF~Ft.IT~----rr·Er\Y6tlt S 

• ~;4!:j7 6.1041 0. o. O. 1 • 77~>l. 

. _. __ ... _.. . . __ .- -- -_ .. - ---_._----;:-------;:---
-.2126 -.5458 0. O. O. 

o. o. 
o. o. 

(j • (J • o. o. o. 1 .OOO() 
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GF~APH ! 
IMMMMMDDDMMMMMMMMMMMMMFFFLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLDDDMMMMMMMMMMMMMFFFMMMMMMI --1-··--- - ·---',re--

I I 
I --r-
I 1 
I I 
I XXXXX I 
I X i-· 
I X X I 
I ~ r-
I X I 
I X X I 

___ 1 ___ ._. X I 
I x ·-----·-1-·--
I X X I --f----·_·-->( x .----- ---. I 

I X r 
I X X 1 
I X X I 

----·:C--y-yyYy--------------- -yyyy-----. ··---1-

1 YY YYX x YY YY J 
--.- rvY-- XyyT---x:------yyy------,------·-····--X---T---

IY x fYY X YYY Y XXXXXX I 
1 X yyyy yy y X ·x>-'Xr-
IXXX xx Y YYYYYYXX Y x x 

--I·-·XXXXX-------l~ItE:n:EEy xx .---- --y--·-xy --- -.--.---y-.--
I EEE Y [EEEE. X Y X YI 

--- --1-·--- ---.- --- ---EJ~E---------- -. -·---EEEE -- X)(----_·--·· - ..... -Y-·--· - -·----YY--1----

J EEEE EEEEEX XX YY [tEEFEEY I 
--il~EEI~LEE:h;:C[- ·---[Et.l:[ Xr:~"EEEtEtr-----YEI~i::Ef:-

I E. X EEEEEEF YYYYY I --r---···- ·--·--·--·---·-··--------·----··--·-·-·--·--·XXXXX··-- -- --- ---.----- i-· 
I_I 

---J-.----.-- ------. -.- .. --------.-.--- -------- --- -._-"""1---

BBBBJ!DQQUB):BDBBBBBBBBBQQQ------------------------QQQBDBBBBDBBBBDBDQQBBBDBBD 

The gap parameter of the magnet edge is changed from zero (fringe field 
ignored) to .05 m half height. The vertical tune is shown to be altered, and 
the quadrupole fields are found that bring the~une back to the required value. 

tiLTER E 3 .05! 
JilDL ______________________________________________________ ___ 

---"NEX'I--

MATCHED FUNCTIONS FOR 8 PERIOD(S). 
---=T=OTAL::-TEtfGtTI == ~9:(r51 ME1TR~~:-mt AL B£NII ::: 360. OOolTE:GREES 

[lET{iX::: 6.104 METERS. ALPHA X ::: .546. NUX::: 3.250 _____________ _ 
--1Q."TAY::: 6. 6IJ9rlETERS·;---ALPHAY - -. 78r-NDY-:=--3~28 

ETAX::: 1.458 METERS ETAX PRIME::: -.182 TRANSITION GAMMA = 3.110 
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.lTEF~ATE ! 

TTEf~rll ION SUCCESSFUL. CONVEr'(·,[.c IN 2 STEPS 

---j',--"--'--l • 2-

F 2.2 
-47.0048 

5j.:';409 

-47-.2090--------
"'i 1 • ~~9r:7 

The program is terminated and all off-line output is suppressed. 

aun! 

;~~'.:t:.(!!_()D B N OOOCil9 STAF'U:S 
.----~---.-'-------- -- -- ------- --._-----" ----.-

f ........ ,.· ........ ·., •••••••• 

TTY tiWUTf!; 13 
•••••• 4 •••••••••••••••••••••• 

1 (n M . .IOU CUS 
--r-~lI::;T +(WLnT-iD~'i\ 

1 'j' 
2.0:"5 

........................ ................................ 
---:m}lT~fii::rl _ Itlsc(fr;n:rrc"illl -' .. -_~~~~, .. _ .. = .. ,.o,=~,~ __ 
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This report was done with support frorn the United States Enetgy Re-
. search an.d Development Administration. Any conclusions or opinion.s 

expressed in this report represent solely those of the author(s) and not 
necessarily those of The . Regents of the University of California, the 
Lawrence Eerkeley Laboratory or the United States Energy Research and 
Developmel1lt Administration. 
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